Gantry angle-dependent correction of dose detection error due to panel position displacement in IMRT dose verification using EPIDs.
The purpose of this study was to measure the mechanical position displacement of three types of electronic portal image device (EPID) panels at different gantry angles and evaluate the impact of positional displacement on intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) dose verification using an EPID. Three types of linear accelerators and EPIDs (aS500, aS1000 and iViewGT) were used. The portal images were taken every 10° within 360° range. The position coordinate difference between the panel center and the portal film center at different gantry angles was measured, then the mechanical position displacement of EPIDs dependent on the gantry angles was analyzed. For the three linear accelerators and EPIDs, five IMRT plans were measured using EPIDs at 0° gantry angel and at the actual treatment angles. The Gamma technique was used to evaluate the resulted dose difference before and after the corrections of the position displacement by a in-house software. For aS500, aS1000 and iViewGT, the maximum mechanical position displacement was 2.9 ± 0.1 mm, 0.2 ± 0.1 mm and 0.1 ± 0.3 mm in the lateral direction and -4.2 ± 0.2 mm, -4.2 ± 0.1 mm and -2.2 ± 0.1 mm in the longitudinal direction, respectively. The position displacement in the longitudinal direction of the three EPIDs can be fitted well with a function. For aS500, aS1000 and iViewGT, the 3%/3 mm gamma pass rates were increased by 6.7%, 2.9% and 0.1% after displacement corrections; and while the 2%/2 mm gamma pass rates were increased by 11.2%, 8.1% and 1.6%. After the displacement correction, there was a slight gamma pass rate difference between the fixed zero degree gantry and the actual treatment angles. When the EPIDs were used for IMRT dose verification, there was occasionally large EPID mechanical position displacement, which should be corrected.